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We present the first results of the search for nonlinear memory from subsolar mass binary black
hole (BBH) mergers during the second observing run (O2) of the LIGO and Virgo detectors. The
oscillatory chirp signal from the inspiral and merger of low mass BBHs (MTot ≤ 0.4M) are at very
high frequencies and fall outside the sensitivity band of the current ground-based detectors. However,
the non-oscillatory memory signal during the merger saturates towards the lower frequencies and
can be detected for those proposed BBHs. We find in this work that the morphology of the memory
signal depends minimally upon the binary parameters, only the overall amplitude of the signal is
changed, hence the result can be interpolated for extremely low mass BBH mergers. We did not
find any signal which can be interpreted as a memory signal and we place upper limits on the rate
of BBH mergers with MTot ≤ 0.4M for the first time.
PACS numbers: 04.30.-w, 04.30.Tv
INTRODUCTION
Gravitational wave (GW) observations by Advanced
LIGO [1] and Advanced Virgo [2] detectors have led to an
unprecedented understanding of the population of com-
pact binaries detectable by ground-based interferometers.
In the first two observing runs 10 stellar mass BBHs and
one binary neutron star merger have been detected [3–6].
No viable gravitational-wave candidates with a compo-
nent mass below 1M have been found [7, 8]. In this
paper we present a novel approach to search for subsolar
mass compact objects by making use of the GW memory
effect.
Gravitational waves are usually thought of as purely
oscillatory perturbations propagating on the background
metric at the speed of light. However, all GW sources
are subject to the GW memory effect, which manifests
in a difference of the observed GW amplitudes at late
and early times. In an ideal, freely falling GW detec-
tor the GW memory causes a permanent displacement
after the GW has passed. Here we focus on the non-
linear memory, also called “Christodoulou memory” [9–
12] (“memory” henceforth). It arises from GWs sourced
by previously emitted GWs and is therefore directly re-
lated to the non-linearity of general relativity (GR). The
memory is present in all GW sources since it is not pro-
duced directly by the source but rather by its radiation.
Although the memory has not been observed yet, the
prospects are looking good that this will happen in the
near future [13–19]. From a more theoretical perspective,
the memory effect and its variants can be interpreted in
terms of conserved charges at null infinity and “soft the-
orems” [20, 21].
The amplitude of a GW memory signal from a compact
binary merger is monotonically increasing, very slowly
during the inspiral, then it jumps during the merger and
finally saturates at its final value over the ringdown. This
jump during the merger manifests as a burst signal, its
duration depends upon the chirp mass of the binary sys-
tem. Lighter systems have shorter burst duration. If the
timescale of the burst is short compared to the inverse
frequency of the detector’s sensitive band, the memory
signal can be approximated by a step function with an
amplitude spectral density proportional to 1/f , f being
the frequency. Therefore the memory of a high-frequency
burst leads to a low-frequency component coming from
arbitrarily short bursts [22]. Since the oscillatory sig-
nal from a subsolar mass compact binary mergers is well
above LIGO’s sensitive band, the memory burst is an ex-
ample of “orphan memory” as memory signals with no
detectable parent were called in Ref. [23].
Subsolar mass compact objects have never been
observed and there exists no mechanism in conventional
stellar evolution models to form them. Black holes are
supposed to be heavier than the Chandrasekhar limit
of approximately 1.4M, set by the proton mass [24],
and neutron stars are expected to have masses above
0.9M [25, 26]. However, there exist several ideas how
subsolar mass compact objects could form. Some pro-
posals link the existence of such objects to dark matter.
It has for example been suggested that cosmologically
significant numbers of black holes could form out of
vacuum bubbles that nucleate during inflation and
collapsed after inflation ended [27]. Other proposals
suggest that during a first-order QCD phase transition in
the radiation era large primordial over-densities on the
scale of Hubble volume at that time would suddenly col-
lapse. The abundance and mass distribution of any such
primordial black holes depend on the equation of state
of the early universe and the spectrum of primordial
inhomogeneities [28–32]. The existence of subsolar mass
compact objects would be a smoking gun for a primordial
origin and they could arguably constitute a significant
fraction of the cold dark matter density. Alternative
possibilities include dark matter particles interacting
with nuclear matter inside neutron stars leading to their
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2collapse [33, 34] or the existence of subsolar mass bi-
nary black holes formed out of dark matter particles [35].
MEMORY WAVEFORM FROM BBH MERGERS
Numerical Relativity (NR) waveforms of binary black
hole mergers usually do not contain memory. This is
because it is generally difficult to extract a DC compo-
nent from NR data and highly depends on the extraction
method [36–39]. However, having the oscillatory wave-
form, the memory contribution can be computed sepa-
rately using inputs from Refs. [40–43].
It is convenient to decompose the GW polarizations
into spin-weighted spherical harmonic modes h`m via
h+ − ih× =
∞∑
`=2
∑`
m=−`
h`mY `m−2 (ι,Φ) , (1)
where the angles ι and Φ denote inclination and a ref-
erence phase. We use the same conventions on the po-
larizations and modes as in Ref. [44]. The memory con-
tribution to the h`m-modes can be computed from the
oscillatory modes by
h`mmem = −
R
c
√
(`− 2)!
(`+ 2)!
∞∑
`′=2
∞∑
`′′=2
`′∑
m′=−`′
`′′∑
m′′=−`′′
×G``′`′′mm′m′′
∫ TR
−∞
dt h˙`
′m′ ˙¯h`
′′m′′ , (2)
where R is the distance to the binary and G``
′`′′
mm′m′′ is
an angular integral of a product of three spin-weighted
spherical harmonics which imposes some selection rules.
Explicitly it is given by
G``
′`′′
mm′m′′ =
∫
dΩ′ Y¯ `m(Ω′)Y `
′m′
−2 (Ω
′) Y¯ `
′′m′′
−2 (Ω
′)
= (−1)m+m′
√
(2`+ 1)(2`′ + 1)(2`′′ + 1)
4pi
×
(
` `′ `′′
0 2 −2
)(
` `′ `′′
−m m′ −m′′
)
, (3)
where the angles Ω′ describe a sphere centered at the
source and the brackets denote the Wigner 3-j symbols.
The dominant memory mode turns out to be h20mem and
it primarily contributes to the h+-polarization for non-
precessing equal mass binaries. The memory is mainly
sourced by the dominant oscillatory modes ` = |m| = 2.
Including additional higher order modes in the calcula-
tion of the memory leads to O(10%) change in the mem-
ory amplitude. Precessing and unequal mass systems lose
memory amplitude in h+ but also source memory in the
h×-polarization [42].
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Fig. 1. The time-domain memory waveform of an edge-on
binary black hole merger of 2M total mass at 10 kpc. The
black holes are of the same mass and non-spinning. Note that
we neglect any memory from the inspiral and only consider
the memory generated from about -0.04 s until the merger.
Fig. 2. Whitened spectrogram with O2 noise PSD of the
GW signal of an equal mass binary black hole merger at
SNR≈ 100. One can clearly distinguish the chirp signal from
the memory burst saturating towards lower frequency cut-
off of the analysis at the time of the merger. This signal is
from a 5-5 M system, the oscillatory part is shown above
100 Hz and the memory contribution is slightly exaggerated.
For lower mass binaries the chirp signal will rise in frequency
whereas the memory signal will always look the same in a
time-frequency representation and only change in amplitude.
We are only interested in the burst of memory during
the merger. To this end we use the oscillatory waveform
modes from the NR surrogate waveform model “NR-
Sur7dq4” [45] to compute memory from. This waveform
model contains all modes ` ≤ 4 and can handle gener-
ically spinning binaries up to a mass ratio m1/m2 = 4
and spin magnitudes χ1, χ2 ≤ 0.8. Using Eq. (2) we com-
pute the memory strain from the surrogate waveform by
numerical integration. The lower frequency cut-off of cur-
rent ground-based interferometers is ∼ 10 Hz, therefore
we cut off the frequencies below 10 Hz of the memory sig-
nals with a highpass filter. A memory waveform from a
BBH merger with and without a high-pass filter is shown
in Fig. 1. One can clearly see that the band-passed mem-
ory signal appears like a short-duration burst. The os-
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Fig. 3. The maximum of the bandpassed (10 Hz) memory
amplitude as a function of the total mass for an edge-on bi-
nary at 10 kpc. In the aligned spin case both black holes are
spinning with spin magnitude of 0.8 and the unequal mass
system has a mass ratio of m1/m2 = 3. The amplitude scales
linearly well below 1M.
cillations around the central peak are merely an artifact
of band-passing. This burst can be detected by interfer-
ometric detectors. An example of how the GW detec-
tors see the memory is given in Fig. 2. For illustrative
purpose we consider for this representation a 5 − 5M
BBH system with enhanced memory content in order to
clearly show the oscillatory part and the memory part
of the signal. The latter has its peak value at ∼ 100
Hz as it is the most sensitive part of the detector. This
does not change for lower mass BBHs, as one can also
see in Fig. 4, whereas the oscillatory part moves towards
higher frequencies and eventually beyond the sensitivity
of LIGO and Virgo.
Since the mass does scale out of the binary black
hole problem, the waveform for identical systems (same
spins and mass ratio) with different total masses have
the same morphology, only the amplitude and the time
axis scale proportional to the total mass. The same
is true for the memory waveform. In Fig. 3 we plot
the memory amplitude vs. the total mass of a binary
system for a non-spinning equal mass and a m1/m2 = 3
system as well as for an aligned spin equal mass system.
The linear behavior with total mass is clearly seen
although for large masses we lose amplitude due to the
low-frequency cut-off. One can think of the memory
burst not happening fast enough for systems above
1M. This behavior also explains why with our search
method we cannot see the memory from the detected
stellar mass BBHs. The memory waveform depends
differently on the inclination angle ι between the binaries
orbital angular momentum axis and the line of sight
towards the observer than the oscillatory waveform.
The dominant memory in the plus polarization scales
like hmem+ ∼ sin2 ι(17 + cos2 ι) [41]. This dependence
holds well when including higher modes for equal mass,
aligned spin systems, but would get more complex for
unequal mass and/or precessing systems.
SEARCH FOR MEMORY SIGNALS IN LIGO
DATA
The data used in this study is part of the O2 Data
Release through the Gravitational Wave Open Science
Center [46]. Our data set is the second observing run of
LIGO and Virgo detectors. In this work we have used the
data from the two LIGO detectors located in Livingston
and Hanford which ranges from November 30, 2016 to
August 25, 2017. The Advanced Virgo detector was less
sensitive than the Advanced LIGO detectors, with a BNS
range that was roughly a factor of 2–3 lower. As a re-
sult of this, including the Virgo data set did not improve
the sensitivity to the short-duration searches presented
in this paper. We thus present the analysis of only the
Hanford- Livingston data.
Over the course of O2, the live time of the data col-
lected by the two LIGO detectors was about 158 days
for Hanford, and about 154 days for Livingston. The
amount of coincident data between the two detectors is
approximately 118 days. The analysis that is in this work
is performed by dividing the run into reduced periods of
consecutive time epochs (called “chunks”). Each chunk
is composed of about 5 days of live time, resulting in 21
chunks in total. Performing the analyses in chunks takes
into account non-stationary noise levels of the detectors
over the duration of the observing run.
To interpret the detection sensitivity of the mem-
ory signals we have used the un-modeled search coher-
ent WaveBursts (cWB) [47, 48]. cWB is an algorithm
based on the maximum-likelihood-ratio statistic applied
to power excesses in the time-frequency domain. This
analysis is done by using a wavelet transform at various
resolutions, as to adapt the time-frequency characteriza-
tion to the signal features. The search setting and con-
figuration for this work are exactly the same as reported
in the all-sky search for short duration transients during
the second observing run [49]. As the spectral content
of memory signal falls in the low frequency regime we
have used only the low frequency bin of the analysis. No
further tunings are done for better detecting the memory
signals but it should be noted that the cWB pipeline can
be tuned for the memory signals, this will be presented
in future works.
The low-frequency analysis of cWB covers the pa-
rameter space ranging from 32–1024 Hz, and performs
a down sampling of the data. The triggers are di-
vided into two different bins. The first bin, LF1, is
4polluted by nonstationary power spectrum lines and a
class of low-frequency, short-duration glitches known as
“blip” glitches for which there is no specific data quality
veto [50]. These are selected using the same criteria as
described in [51]: nonstationary lines localize more than
80% of their energy in a frequency bandwidth of less than
5 Hz; blip glitches are identified according to their wave-
form properties so that their quality factor (Q) is less
than 3. The second bin, LF2 contains the remaining
low-frequency triggers. Unfortunately the morphology of
the subsolar mass memory signal is such that it falls in
the LF1 bin lowering the sensitivity of the search. A
better discriminant of the “blip” glitches can potentially
improve the sensitivity of the search for these signals.
As mentioned in the previous section the full set of co-
incident data is divided into 21 chunks. The background
distribution of triggers for each individual chunk is cal-
culated by time-shifting the data of one detector with
respect to the other detector by an amount that breaks
any correlation between detectors for a real signal. Each
chunk was time shifted to give about 500 years of back-
ground data, which allows the search to reach the statis-
tical significance of 1 per year while allowing for a trial
factor of 2 for the two bins in the low frequency anal-
ysis. As reported in Ref. [49] the search used here for
the memory signals from subsolar mass BBH does not
find any new events apart from a subset of known BBH
signals already found and detailed in Ref. [5]. We have
used this result of null detection to put upper limits on
the rates of subsolar mass BBH mergers using memory.
To study the sensitivity of our search we injected six
different memory signal types into the detector data
and searched for them using cWB. We injected mem-
ory signals from equal mass binaries with total masses of
0.02M, 0.2M and 2M, once non-spinning and once
with an aligned spin of 0.8 spin magnitude. Subsolar
mass compact objects of primordial origin are often as-
sumed to have near zero spin [52, 53], although there are
also proposals of almost maximally spinning primordial
black holes [54]. All injections are uniformly distributed
in sky direction and distance distribution is uniform in
volume. In Fig. 4 we show the reconstructed central fre-
quency distribution for a 0.02M system. The spectral
property of the memory signal from various subsolar mass
systems looks similar and does not depend on the total
mass. Moreover we show through injections that the vis-
ible range is linear in total mass and only the overall
amplitude matters (see Fig. 5). Therefore this result can
be easily extrapolated to very low mass systems.
RESULTS
The sensitivity of our search for subsolar mass memory
is characterized by its range: the distance within which
Fig. 4. Histogram of the central frequency of recovered mem-
ory injections for a 0.02M system. In fact the memory from
low mass systems always saturates around the detectors most
sensitive region which is around ∼ 100 Hz.
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Fig. 5. Range of the cWB analysis to recover a memory sig-
nal from subsolar mass BBH mergers at an iFAR ≥ 1 yr as a
function of total mass. Only equal mass coalescences are con-
sidered. The result from the injections can be extrapolated to
very small masses because the search sensitivity depends only
on the amplitude of the memory signal. The shaded regions
show the 1σ uncertainties.
a memory signal could be detected with an inverse false
alarm rate (iFAR) of ≥ 1yr. We compute the sensitive
volume, which is the sphere built with radius being the
range. Since we are looking for signals from distances
well below redshift effects become important (< 1Mpc),
we compute the sensitive volume in the limit z → 0 [55],
〈V 〉 = 4pi
∫
dθ dr r2 ppop(θ) f(r, θ) , (4)
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Fig. 6. The constraint on the merger rate density for equal
mass binaries. Shaded regions represent excluded values. We
can compare the constraint on non-spinning subsolar mass
black hole mergers to the results obtained by LIGO using a
matched-filtering search [8]. For completeness we also show
the constraint on an aligned spin population.
where ppop(θ) is the distribution function for the astro-
physical population and f(r, θ) is the detection efficiency
measuring the probability of recovering a signal with pa-
rameters θ at distance r. It is obtained by signal injec-
tions into O2 data. Since we have injected signals with
fixed inclination angle of ι = pi2 , we account for the ran-
dom distribution by multiplying the detection efficiency
with the average value of the inclination angle depen-
dence (' 0.51). Fig. 5 shows the range of the search for
non-spinning and aligned spins systems of different total
masses.
We can compute an upper-limit of the merger rate Ri
of our populations of subsolar mass black holes. Assum-
ing that the observation of a GW signal follows a Poisson
process, the rate limit is inversely proportional to the sen-
sitive volume of the population. We estimate the upper
limit on the binary merger rate to 90% confidence level
at iFAR ≥ 1 yr by
Ri =
2.3
〈ViFAR=1yrT 〉i , (5)
where T denotes the length of coincident detector data,
which after data quality cuts amounts to 114.78 days.
Fig. 6 shows our rate upper limits and the results from
LIGO obtained in Ref. [7]. By comparing one recognizes
immediately that our rate upper limits for BBH systems
≥ 0.4M are several orders of magnitude worse. This is
to be expected since the memory signal is itself about
an order of magnitude weaker than the oscillatory
signal. Moreover, the dependence of the memory on
the inclination angle leads to a further loss. However,
for lower masses the detection of the oscillatory signal
becomes more difficult and eventually it will fall out of
the detectors sensitivity band. In contrast, the memory
contribution can be detected for arbitrarily low mass
compact binary mergers.
CONCLUSION
In this paper we have employed the all-sky search for
generic GW transients for the detection of memory sig-
nal from subsolar mass BBH mergers. Even though our
constrains are not competitive for the regions of the pa-
rameter space where template based search for the oscil-
latory part of the subsolar mass BBH are done, searching
for memory only part of the signal has distinctive advan-
tages. Memory only search can drastically increase the
parameter space of the search, as it can cover very low
mass regions and also highly spinning systems. It should
be noted that the memory signal is not as energetic as the
oscillatory signal as apparent with our upper limits but
going to lower masses for the template based searches for
the oscillatory signal will be computationally infeasible
with little to no gain.
Due to the lack of dependence of spectral and mor-
phological features on the source parameters (mass ratio,
spins etc) of the memory signal it will be challenging to
precisely estimate the source parameters with memory
only detection. But it should be noted that if a memory
only signal is detected without the detection of the oscil-
latory signal, we can conclude that the signal arises from
a system which is beyond the parameter space covered
by the template based searches.
Further improvements for the detection of memory
only signal can be made for instance with a highly
tuned search for the detection of these sources and a
better understanding of the very short noise transients
known as blips. Moreover a population of subsolar mass
mergers can have a stochastic background which might
be detectable by the current or future generation of
detectors.
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